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This article discusses the concept of Gesamtkomposition as a means with which to consider the mutual affection of sensorial media and its operational significance at the point of composition. 
It analyses and reflects upon the nature of such a concept, and evaluates its application through a major practice-based research project. This central work - A Sentimental Journey (Vear 2010-11) - was created for a mixed ensemble of technologies, live musicians, autonomous laptops embedded with generative algorithms accessing fixed media libraries, and was performed to remote audiences located across the planet. The composer, as author of this article, analyses the intermedial relationships within this Digital Opera, using Elleström’s (2010) model of multimodality in order to articulate the complexity within the mutual affection of this polymedia composition and as a way of defining Gesamtkomposition. The final section presents an overview of select phenomenologies that contribute to a deeper understanding of the experience of Gesamtkomposition.
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1 Introduction to the concept of Digital Opera
The field of Digital Opera investigates the fundamental transformations of digital technology upon the existing art form of opera, acknowledging the affordances that new media technologies have upon the language of creation, and production of the operatic experience (Hugill et al 2013). Digital Opera’s are typically works that are intrinsically digital from conception to finished outcome. The operatic experience is intermedial, often networked, frequently asynchronous and immersive. The voice is always present, but may be real, simulated or virtual and, together with the media themselves, provides new opportunities for the ‘vehicle of narrative’ (Sheil & Vear 2012). Digital Opera approaches also transform the way in which operatic works are produced and performed. Audiences might be engaged in active participation, distributed, or co-authors of their experience. Opera companies are engaging with this shift and seek to understand questions such as How might new modes of broadcast, technologies and platforms, impact upon new forms of opera for the digital age? 1
My particular research within the Digital Opera field can be traced to my composition called The Cape Jeremy Affair (Vear 2010) that had started out as a “play for musicians”, in so much as it was an experimental performance concept combining semi-improvised live music, field recordings, the mental ‘seeing’ evoked by sound (Emmerson 1999), a computer- generated visual score from found text and a theatre performance environment. This dramaturgical form placed the musicians’ voice (instrumental and vocal utterance) as the dominant device for the exposition of narrative, and explored the musicalization of text as a way of supplementing the communicative, expressive, textural, musical, theatrical and emotional scope of voice-centered composition. In the editorial for a special edition of the International Journal of Performance Arts and Digital Media  (Spring 2012) I wrote that I felt that I was:
Entering territories I perceived to be beyond experimental music theatre and closer to opera, by which I mean I was attempting to embed a total experience within the composition – a mixture of thought, idea, memory, being and seeing, all bound within my re-contextualization of Walter Murch’s notion of ‘Dimensionality’ (Murch in Chion 1994, p. XXI) and informed, too, by Juhani Pallasmaa’s interpretation of ‘polyphony of the senses’ (Pallasmaa 2005).
(Sheil and Vear 2012) 
Áine and I discussed how this composing for the ear, mind and sense-of-being echoed concepts of the Gesamtkunstwerk, but was also fundamentally different. This total-compositional approach was not about drawing forces together for production, but rather embedding their mutual affect into the compositional process. As such, the mental ‘seeing’ evoked by sound, the phenomenology of listening and being, and fusing rich media into one whole flow of music was carefully considered with the unification of, and the potential for, the new meanings within digital technology. The term ‘Digital Opera’ was used often between us, as we felt the phrase ‘reflected the compositional objectives in which we were interested, while retaining some of the signatures of the form that were open to our rediscovery/reinterpretation within a twenty-first century context’ (Sheil and Vear 2012). My understanding of the concept of Gesamtkomposition was developed through the composition of the Digital Opera A Sentimental Journey (Vear 2010-11), this practice-based project is the central focus of this article.

Figures 1 & 2 A Sentimental Journey in R&D at York Theatre Royal, UK 2010

Figures 3 & 4 A Sentimental Journey premiere at York Theatre Royal, UK 2011

1.1 Gesamtkomposition – a brief overview
Within the context of this research project, Gesamtkomposition was defined as the point at which all the media elements come together during the compositional process to create a Total artwork, insofar as it was the mutual affection of sensorial media that functioned as the compositional building blocks.  Although this particular application was in the field of Digital Opera, the implications and application of this concept can reach into neighbouring disciplines from the performative or media arts. In fact, this project did not hierarchy the “music” as the principle discipline through which the dramaturgy was experienced, augmented later by its transformation on the stage, but as a work that was composed from the phenomenological perspective of the ‘sense of self’. By this it is meant, that each media component was decided in advance, as much a part of the pre-compositional decisions as a ‘traditional’ composer might decide on instrumental forces and vocal tessitura. Furthermore, that the qualities of each of these media were understood from their affect upon the senses and the mind, and the body-world-mind interrelationships. The aim of this Gesamtkomposition was to produce a vivid flow of experience, which would provide the fundamental dramaturgy upon which subjectivity and narrational trajectories would journey, and would direct the mind into the worlds within the meta-narratives of, in this application, the Digital Opera. 
An underlying philosophy of Gesamtkomposition is based on a synthesis of Pallasmaa’s Eyes of the Skin (2005), especially his augmentation of Bachelard’s notion of the ‘Polyphony of the Senses’. Within this, he describes every ‘touching experience’ as multi-sensory: ‘qualities of space, matter and scale are measured equally by the eye, ear, nose, skin, tongue, skeleton and muscle’ (Pallasmaa 2005:41). To illustrate this principle he described a walk through a forest as ‘invigorating and healing due to the constant interaction of all sense modalities’, in which the ‘eye collaborates with the body and the other senses. One’s sense of reality is strengthened and articulated by this constant interaction’ (Pallasmaa 2005:41). It is this ‘measurement’ of interactivity by the conscious mind that positions the self within this multi-band flow of sense data (Damasio 2000), and ‘strengthens the existential experience, one’s sense of being in the world’ (Pallasmaa 2005:41). 
In order to maximise the polyphonic interplay of this Digital Opera in the ‘orchestral score in the private mind’ (Damasio 2000:88), each decision in the composition, each technological force, each intermedial relationship, each potential individual interpretation would need to work in polyphony with this sense of being. The solution was to construct something that was more alive than controlling, in order that the compositional media co-operated within the here-and-now of the performance and the experiential journey of the performers. This solution included embedding the performance media (music notation, audio files, images, words) into a software environment that made compositional decisions based on the composer's aesthetic judgements rendered as algorithms, and for a network of these laptops to be co-operating with improvising musicians responding to the interplay of image and sound, music and word as the ongoing composition unfolded live. 

1.2 Digital Opera contexts
Within each of the works cited below, it is the mutability between the digital (technology, culture, story, engagement, media) and the opera (music, dramaturgy, voice, performance, composition) that creates ‘new means and new meanings’ (Sheil and Vear 2012). It is their consideration of perspective and perception, at the point of conception, that is their defining action in the Gesamtkomposition of their music. For Example, Hugill's work The Imaginary Voyage (2013-15) draws together the experience of Internet game-play with the narrative ideas of 'pataphysics, into an online interaction between images and sound. His approach is playful (game) and musical (opera), it sets up a structure that is open to interpretation depending on the user's journey through the site, much like the original 'pataphysics text. This in turn, consolidates the constitutional parts into a single experience, borne from the affectual nature of the individual elements of its building blocks. We do not experience a game played as opera, or opera performed as a game, but a wholeness that enables the feeling of gameplay to become part of the operatic flow, and for this to enable an experiential remediation of the original book. Till's Hearing Voices (2006) brings together archive film footage and sound recordings of institutionalized patients with schizophrenia, and weaves them together with live voice and instruments. His New-Media Pocket Opera creates a dramaturgical experience that fuses cinematic oneirism with the empathetic surrogacy of live presence, thereby making it appear that historic time and space are consolidated into, and emanating from with, a real-time individual (the female vocalist), as if conjuring memories and images from her own mind. This merges the visual with the aural, with the felt and the empathetic into a singular experience which acts as a portentous parallel the subject of the narrative, insofar as we get to delve into her world(s) with all our being. Hyde's Zoetrope (1998) is a fixed media installation featuring abstract video images and asynchronous audio track. Although Hyde would prefer to call this Visual Music, the Gesamtkomposition of the image and audio produces an affectual affordance which creates a narrative other in-between the sparkling, electric images of the video and the glitchy, breakdown of the electronic audio. This presents a experiential space in which to appreciate Hyde's questions at the centre of this composition: is there 'something beyond the TV screen, or between the loudspeakers'? Is a dead, pre-recorded voice alive? (Hyde 1999). The lasting affect is that something has been created within us, that was borne from in-between these elements, and that they acted in polyphony with the audio, the visual and the living experience of the present.
	The Imaginary Voyage (2013) Online Opera by Andrew Hugill 2
	Secret Garden (2012) Multi-iPad Opera/Ballet by Andrew Hugill 3
	Lonely Sits the City (2011) by Andrew Lovett 4
	Electric Renaissance (2011) Franziska Baumann 5
	Tomorrow, In A Year (2010) a Darwin electro-opera - Hotel Pro Forma, Music by The Knife 6
	Hearing Voices (2006) – a New Media Pocket Opera by Professor Nicholas Till 7
	Microepiphanies - a digital opera (2000) Douglas-Scott Goheen and Christopher Dobrian 8
	Zoetrope (1998) – ‘a dangerous and perverse experiment in alchemy’ by Joseph Hyde 9

2.0 Gesamtkomposition case study: A Sentimental Journey - introduction
The starting point for this Digital Opera was Laurence Sterne’s meta-fictional novel A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy (1768). The book has been described as a ‘picaresque novel transformed into abstract art’ (Alvarez 1967:8) and begins as a bawdy account of Yorick’s tour by coach through France and Italy, but soon digresses through the folds and creases of an individual’s mind into a world where anything might happen. The aim was not to create a work about the book, nor was it with the book – as in a libretto – but something that was more in-between. In this sense, the music was created from within the book; that is to say, the imaginary dimension that the book generates when read, or was in the mind of the author when written. For all its levity and wit, the book is fundamentally philosophical, a reflection on the emotions of the heart, and of pleasure, fun and wholehearted joy. This “Philosophy of Pleasure” became the meta-narrative of the Digital Opera and surrounded the central theme of journeying.
The Gesamtkomposition began with a forensic gathering of source material for the computer generated visual score and soundscape. Over a period of a year, audio material was acquired from several sources and field trips, with a specific purpose of either alluding to a ‘reality’ within the book, supporting a narrative thread from the story, or embodying the meta-narrative. The Digital Opera was composed for a mixed ensemble of technologies, four laptops, and live improvising performers: 4 musicians, and an actor/singer. The laptops had a dual role: firstly, they created generative visual scores for the live musicians from a fixed media library containing pages from the original book, images and illustrations, dance diagrams, and 19th Century maps; secondly, they were autonomous virtual-musicians generating soundscapes from a fixed audio library containing field recordings, historic recordings of French folk music, recorded voice of the “author”, and electroacoustic miniatures. 
In Vear 2014 I discuss the use of autonomous, co-operative laptops from the composer’s perspective, and suggest that 'the aim of these compositions was to provide a vehicle with which the individual mind could journey along channels of memory and imagination, with the on-going assemblage of sound mediating this fluidity of thought.' (Vear 2014). Even though this article details other compositions, they are nonetheless intimately related to this Digital Opera, as they too embed the concept of Gesamtkomposition. Equally, the performance realisations of these compositions forefront the journey of the musicians and the co-operation with the laptop environments through playful and semi-improvised interpretation. I also, detail how this compositional approach has two main areas of innovation: 'Firstly, if offers a conceptual approach that considers the Wholeness of a compositional idea to be packaged and realised in a meaningful way [...] Secondly, it presents the performers with a technologically mediated interactivity in order that they complete the ‘open-work’ (Eco 1959) using playful means, and focussed within a considered arena (Emmerson 1999).' (Vear 2014). The latter echoing Sterne's meta-narrative of the “Philosophy of Pleasure”.
Furthermore, in Vear 2014, the detailed the technical descriptions of these compositions, which offers insight into very similar algorithmic solutions to those embedded in A Sentimental Journey, as such the technical analysis in Vear 2014 offers a detailed explanation of the technical design of this Digital Opera. To aid this, the online tutorial at https://vimeo.com/86457007 (​https:​/​​/​vimeo.com​/​86457007​) presents a guided tour of the algorithmic structure of Three Last letters (2012) and finishes with an example of the screen-based score. Similarly, https://vimeo.com/136871411 (​https:​/​​/​vimeo.com​/​136871411​) offers a comparative glimpse at a quartet of screens operating in a network in the composition False Start (2015). (An analysis of the laptop networking applied in this Digital Opera is discussed in part 4.2 below). Specifically, the screen-based score for A Sentimental Journey might look like this:

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 screen grabs from the score of A Sentimental Journey (2010-11)

The piece was conceived to be performed to two audience groups: those out there within environment-specific locations in the ‘real’ world, remotely spread across the planet but linked by the Internet, and those in here in the same theatre space as the music performance. These audience communities were ‘joined’ together through a Twitter stream, which in turn was projected into the space for the musicians to see and use, showing each Tweet in relative geographic proximity using their meta-data. This rich, poly-media work was further enhanced by the creativity of live instrumental musicians, live voices, real-time processing of electronic sounds and manipulated instruments, and was presented on a stage with theatrical lighting. This in-here audience cohort were in the here-and-now of the developing composition, able to see the musicians screens, and see the remote Tweets – even contributing to the Twitter stream. They had the opportunity to follow the piecing-together of the live ensemble, with the media streams, and the Twitter, and to see how each individual performer engaged with the media. Alternatively, they could close their eyes and listen.
	Conversely, the fundamental purposes of sending the out there group out there, was to immerse them in the energy of journeying: a central theme in the book. It was requested that they frequent places of journeying, or areas of their cities where the energy of travel is visceral. Such examples were a hotel lobby, an airport departure lounge, or a coffee shop in the centre of a tourist district. The aim was to augment their experience of the Digital Opera through headphones, with the physical presence of watching others journey. As such, the people that they were watching would cast their Digital Opera, and their scenographic design would be their surrounding environment, whilst reporting back with Tweets, and, perhaps, hearing their text enter the flow of the performance. Audio extracts and further project details can be found at http://www.ev2.co.uk/vear/asj/ (​http:​/​​/​www.ev2.co.uk​/​vear​/​asj​/​​) (accessed 01 September 2015)

2.1 Audience responses
Despite this work being created for two audience cohorts – out there and in here – the collective audience experience was one of unification. In a post-show discussion, the audience(s) explained how they experienced their own "opera" in situ, but were also aware of each other’s presence. The in here group discussed how they imagined what the other were experiencing out there and vice-versa. The following quotes were recorded during the post-show discussion10:
“It took me on a journey - I liked the sense of the audience being there as well”
“Would love to experience from the live audience's perspective in the theatre to see how much of an impact this would have had on my interpretation. I have never experienced a live piece (in which I am very aware of the presence of an audience gathered elsewhere) "alone" before and this lack of a fellow audience in the space with me made my narrative feel very much lonely.”
“The more I think about it, the more important it becomes that we knew that it was reaching the world”
  
This relationship across the "communities" of recorded, real and virtual worlds; the live sound, the recorded worlds and people, the musicians, the remote audience and the theatre audience helped reinforce a sense of the world within the book, whilst articulating the collective imagination across these audience communities and musicians/ performers. The audience alluded to a sense that the performance space had expanded beyond its physical constraints; we were all experiencing the piece together in this liminal place. As such, the audience (remote and local), the musicians and their music, the audio material and computer performers, the idea of the book, memory, and imagination - and all the possible variations in-between - existed within a Dimension engendered by the Gesamtkomposition (discussed below in 3.0).

3.0 Analysis of the Dimension
The Dimension experienced collectively by the audience and the musicians, was organised for the most part, by the dialogue between the realisation of the Gesamtkomposition in performance and its interaction with their ‘metropolis of the mind’ (Pallasmaa 2005:68). A catalyst for this phenomenon was the fusion of media from the libraries of audio, text, image, music, and the computer algorithms, together with the liveness of the performed music, and the here-and-now of the improvised flow of interpretation and rationalisation, wrapped together with the sense of being associated with the meta-narratives (journey, philosophy of pleasure) and this liminal site-specificity. It is therefore possible to presuppose that this shared-space Dimension is the manifestation of the mutable links in-between the media, afforded by the Gesamtkomposition process. 

In order to understanding the operational significance of the mutable media within the Gesamtkomposition process, and to offer a semiology of how a creator might approach Gesamtkomposition, the following analysis of this Dimensionality will apply Lars Elleström’s theory of media modalities (Elleström 2010). Elleström discusses how different modes of experiencing media can ‘enable a clearer view of how media are constituted by both the physical realities and the cognitive functions of human beings.’ (Elleström 2010:16). He presents four modalities - the material modality, the sensorial modality, the spatiotemporal modality and the semiotic modality - as points by which to gauge shifts within the polyphony of sense, on a scale ranging from the ‘tangible to the perceptual and the conceptual’ (Elleström 2010:15). 
Using Elleström's model of multimodality is not without its challenges or tensions. For example, within a fluid and poly-media work such as this Digital Opera, discussing the interrelationships of media at a specific point in time and in such detail, does not adequately allow a similar depth of discussion about the shifting nature of the media, and their interrelationships, over time, short or long. Even though the third modality does address morphology of medial affection, it is anchored by the other three to a single point in time, and single perspective, due to the fixing of the interrelationships of the specific media in question with the other modes. 
However, it did facilitate an articulation of the types of considerations applied during the Gesamtkomposition process and initial compositional stages, when getting to grips with the weights and affectual densities of each chosen media. Through this analysis I considered these modalities in the same way as a composer might discuss the ‘subjectivization vectors’ (Bourriaud 2002:99) of a composers intent, or the semiology of musical language, gesture, harmonic and tonal colour. Furthermore, it has been useful to discuss this work using the multimodal analysis, in order to arrive at a more ‘ontogenetic and phylogenetic level’ (Middleton 1990) of discourse, beyond that which is available using music semiology. In short, this approach enables media fragments to be read alongside, within, inside, and/ or surrounding other media fragments at a given point in time in order to validate one's approach and extrapolate it throughout a time-based composition. 

Figure 10. Twitter mapping image with Yorick

3.1 Elleström analysis of mediality: Twitter mapping. Material modality.
To illustrate one incident within this analysis, I will focus on the large Twitter feed display screen projecting pseudo-geographic locations of each Tweeter, using their IP address (see figure 9), as this was the main medium that linked the two cohorts of the audience, and was a bridging communication instrument that both cohorts had access to, and can therefore be seen as a centre-line of experience between the distributed experiences. This analysis, however, will focus on its mutability from the perspective of the in-here audience. 
The material modality of this feed was a flat surface with written text connected by lines. It was designed to allude to a simple and technical aesthetic that didn’t ‘offer’ too much in terms of “message”, in so much as it was a ‘cold’ medium that required the audient to participate in completing its “content” (McLuhan 1994:8). The written text was gently floating on the screen, and changed regularly depending on the twitter traffic from the remote and local audience, and the actor playing Yorick. Its materiality was fluid as we expected it to shift and develop over time, and it had heightened presence as we expected it to transform even if it was unchanging for a few minutes (only the 20 most recent tweets where on screen). As such, the screen operated as an [a]live entity within the Digital Opera whose fluid materiality and written text might be understood to be acting as the chorus, in which, depending on the individual and the focus of their gaze, became a foreground or background presence, but never disappearing from our Dimensional space. 

3.2 Sensorial modality
Elleström’s sensorial modality is the ‘physical and mental acts of perceiving the present interface of the medium through the sense faculties’ (Elleström 2010:17). With the Twitter feed, it is our eyes that are the primary instruments for the reception of this medium. We become aware of the originating of this sense-data and also the projected image, the flat screen, the written text. Our stimulated nerve impulses in our retina transfer this sense-data to our nervous system with which our mind perceives as sensation and decodes into meaning. As Elleström discusses, with reference to sculpture, ‘Even if one does not actually touch its surface one sees and indirectly feels its tactile qualities’ (Elleström 2010:18) the sensation of sight and the focusing of the eyes as the primary instrument for sense-data input orchestrates our other sense instruments to a supporting role. Its function, and our proprioceptive system response, is in concordance, causing us to feel this shift within. In this brief moment we allow the Digital Opera into our whole being through our eyes. 
From the perspective of Gesamtkomposition it is important to realize that given the ocularcentrism (Pallasmaa 2005) of Western theatre audiences, this attractive visual back drop further afforded a sense of liveness (e.g. Auslander 1999, Causey 2009, Giannachi 2011), which the audience would take it into their sensorial understanding of the live event. It is with this understanding that, through the Gesamtkomposition of A Sentimental Journey, I considered this screen as more than an addition to the visual scenography, but, further to the above, as an additional performer with being and presence, albeit an abstract one. In a poetic sense, it was a manifestation of the potential for their to be other audience presence in this distributed event. As such, it would operate as an empathetic vehicle for the “other” audience through its articulation of the out-there cohort, and as a source of inspiration for the musicians, both in terms of actual text and geographic materials to weave inside the music.   
Subsequently, we may become aware that we are seated in a theatre (local audience) or in a hotel lobby (remote audience), we may catch a sound or some other media-fragment working within the polyphony of this composition, and our sense-instrumentation shifts focus and meaning. ‘All our sensations consist of integrated experiences of the way a variety of receptors perceive and interpret an array of sense-data’ (Elleström 2010:18). As such, the instrumentation of senses and their qualities of density, focus, and duration are major factors within an on-going Dimensionalisation, and are therefore a fundamental consideration within Gesamtkomposition.
Of equal importance is the process by which our mind is re-minded of previous experiences: ‘the reactivation of memories of sensorial experiences plays a certain part in the perception of media’ (Elleström 2010:18). This is confirmed by Professor Ihde’s First Phenomenology (Ihde 1976) where he inverts the idea that we ‘believe’ that we can ‘isolate one sense from the others’ (Ihde 1976:43), and confirms that any ordinary engagement with the on-going experience of existence is multi-sensorial: we do not experience in single sensations nor do we retain memories of this experience in single senses, even if our sense of self is focusing on a specific sense-instrument. With this in mind, the sensorial modality of reading the Twitter stream might involve, according to Elleström, the ‘creation and recollections of visual experiences that are very remote from the way the alphabetic letters look’. Furthermore, as ‘the content of one medium is another medium’ (McLuhan 1994) the inner voice articulating the sound of these words that we see, are another, new and fused, sensation created from a ‘complex web of perceived and conceived sense-data combined with retrieved sensations.’ (Elleström 2010:18).

3.3 Spatiotemporal modality
The seen, the read and the re-minded of the Twitter feed projection illuminates a dense sense-data input stream due to its multiplicity of interpretations, if not meanings. First, is the text of the Twitter feeds, these present an evolving stream of words, phrases and sentences, generated by individuals, but all focus on the shared experience. Each of these words and phases, and the interrelationships between the mass textual image, can evoke different individual responses deepening on the order they were read, the whom who is reading them, and their own rationalization of the flow of media in the performance as a whole. Second, is the relative geolocation, of each of these Tweets, for example Milan, New York, Leicester, London, all evoke mind-images of these places, and perhaps an idea of an individual listening-in to the same performance as them. Third, is the intra-relationships with each of these locations, as each presented Tweet was positioned in a relative spatial zone based on the geolocation of the senders IP address, this process slightly distorted the actual distance between, say, London and Milan, or New York and Leicester. This could offer new thought-images as poetic thinking might ‘coalesces, merge and unite into new concepts and further poetics of thought’ (Vear 2011) regarding the individuals' interpretation of these places. Fourth, the design was in the mode of contemporary web design, this indicated that the mise-en-scene was of the present, and suggested that what was happening within this experience, should be consider as being of the now and relevant to the here. Finally, the fifth mode, is our relationship to Twitter as a social medium, and to an articulation that the words and the communications are happening in real-time, and from across the planet. Each of these use the eye as the primary instrument, but each affect a different type of shift in internal perception, and each evoke different types of sense-recall, memory and dream. 
Elleström’s spatiotemporal modality ‘covers the structuring of the sensorial perception of sense-data of the material interface into experiences and conceptions of space and time’ (Elleström, 2010:18). As such, within this multiplicity of the seen and the read, each layer has a different relationship with time and space, and therefore on how the mind deals and conceptualizes it. The text of the Twitter-feeds is at times static (the same words remaining on the screen, gently swaying), but also free from predictable sequentiality. Therefore, each new entry on the screen presents a new image which evokes a new combination of sensation and thought-images. Consequently, with each new Tweet it was necessary to re-experience it, and its relationships within each new manifestation. For example, this new text may have originated from Italy, which opens up a new virtual space in our Dimension that now includes ideas of Italy. This new Tweet will be linked to other Tweets from other locations onscreen such as New York or Swindon. These are now joined together with lines, forming a larger ‘map’ of this Dimensional space. Additional to this, the design suggests superhighways, and uses contemporary minimal graphics to set the scene in the now. Through our relationship with the popular social media platform, our understanding of where in space and time these people are, and where we are, are being communicated. 
Of specific interest here is how our ‘sense of self’ conducts the mind. Don Ihde discusses ‘experience as “my experience”, that it is the “I” who “does the focussing”’ (Ihde 1976:39). As such, the evocation of virtual space incorporating Italy, or Swindon, places the self at the very centre of these imaginings: it is the “I” that is getting to grips with the “self” within these worlds, and it is the “I” that is at the centre of this Dimension. 
I am not suggesting that this Dimension is a static or linear experience, in fact each of the modes discussed above relate to a single fleeting moment of a now: a single understanding at a single point in time, within our capacity to make sense of us making sense of the world. However, a much bigger article is needed to discuss the composer’s understanding of the implication of philosophies such as Heidegger’s Being in the World (Heidegger 1962), and his notions of Dasein (being), Gewesenheit (to perceive one’s past), Gegenwartegens (making present a perception), Vorlaufen (to run ahead with thoughts); or Deleuze’s philosophies on the multiplicities of time and self, and the rhizomic connections of thought, imagination, perceptions of self and being in a now.

3.4 Semiotic modality
Semiotic Modality is concerned with the ‘the creation of meaning in the spatiotemporally conceived medium by way of different sorts of thinking and sign interpretation’ (Elleström 2010:22). This, is a highly individualized process, with many pitfalls if I was to suggest that a specific media atom at any given place in time perceived through a single modality can evoke x or y responses. This tension illustrates some of the challenges of the multimodal approach. Conversely, there are many normative factors that are common to us, from our collective influence of cultural, history, society, aesthetic and artistic realms to name but a few. Therefore, my semiotic response to any of the Tweets listed below, will be similar to yours, and therefore illustrates the positive aspects of this approach.  However, we must be aware that crucially, each bring our-self to this presentifying experience, and by extension we each Dimensionalise something that only exists in our mind (Murch in Chion 1994:XXI).
Take, for example, @_YOR1CK on way to Marseilles, an actual Tweet from the premier of A Sentimental Journey, or any of the tweets listed below. My imaginings of, say, “Marseilles” are not yours, and even though I have been to Marseilles, this does not make my imaginings any more vivid or based on reality, than yours. The point is our mind evokes these images and places me at the Point Of View: it is the “I” that is experiencing “my” experience (Ihde 1976). 
@_YOR1CK on way to Marseilles 		@jnight2000 from Exmoor
I be dancing a sea shanty across the floor  	@defnetmedia from Liverpool
nice to be beside the sea now..  		@joannaridout from Hampshire
my world here, birdsong, sunlight 		@flofflach from Wales
transported to Paris from my back garden	@LucyWilliams21 from Birmingham

4.0 McLuhan analysis of mediality: Les fils de la Vierge
To place the above analysis of the Twitter map within the Gesamtkomposition with another media-atom, I will analyse, briefly, the archive music recording of the song Les fils de la Vierge (Lomax 1954), and then combine them. For this I will use McLuhan's media theory and his Extensions on Man in which he discusses that the “message” of any medium (or technology) is the ‘change of scale or pace or pattern that it introduces into human affairs’ (McLuhan 1964:8). Therefore, when the minds of our in-here audience are introduced to the sound of a scratchy vinyl record – a fragile medium designed for home listening – it has the full potential to evoke a scene in our phenomenological mind of listening, warmth, comfort, security, home, the past: the place were such listening normally occurred. 
Listening a little deeper, they then hear the audio “content” of this medium, in this case a young male solo singing in French, with a refrain by a chorus of men. The general air is one of male camaraderie and is passively aggressive, the style is wry, knowing, perhaps there is a double-entendre within. Even if we do not understand the lyrics, we are under no illusion that this is a song by an individual backed up by his community of other men. 
Together the “message” and its “content” might take our mind to an historical patriarchal community, we see-hear the setting. Through the song, and its recording we are, phenomenologically speaking, taken back in time. In fact, due to the homeopathic distillation of folk music, and its steady assimilation of community, ritual, acceptance, opinions handed down from grandfather to father to son through the verbal tradition, we understand so much more than just one point in time: we might feel this place and its people.
To analyse this media fragment further and its affect on the senses, we must understand that the ‘content of any medium is always another medium’ (McLuhan 1994:8). With our example in mind, the meta-content is the words of the lyrics, and their semantic affect upon our perception of the above. On reading the liner notes of the LP, we become aware that Les fils de la Vierge translates to “The Web of the Virgin” and has significant symbolism for the ‘guild brothers’ (compagnons), and the song was recorded in 1949. These guild brothers are ‘bound together by elaborate ritual, by special imagery, and by their songs’, and this song retells how ‘just as a spiders spins its web, so the love of the Virgin must link in a web the hearts of all compagnons’ (Lomax 1954:liner notes)
This single media fragment communicates a story of sorts through its affect upon our 'sense ratios' (Damasio 2000, Pallasmaa 2005). On one level, we are metaphorically taken back in time to a place in France. On another, we feel a time when LP’s entertained us in the home. These two images are implicit when discussing any notion of journeying: the idea of where we are, or about to be and its relationship with where we are from: our home. These coalesce with our on-going Dimension from the Twitter feed amongst other events happening at that point in time. With this fleeting intermedial mix we are now introduced to a virtual space and time that incorporates France (past), home (past/ imagined), Exmoor (imagined from the tweet) and now (here); all felt within the ‘orchestral score of the private mind’ (Damasio 2000).

4.1 The Dimensionality of Gesamtkomposition 
Beyond the casual mixing of media fragments, Gesamtkomposition, like intermediality, is a creative open space embodying media relationships and should be understood from the perspective of their ‘communicative and aesthetic mechanisms, events and devices’ (Elleström 2010). Gesamtkomposition therefore relies on the fusion of media and their affect on the senses as a means of ‘expression and exchange’, as a well crafted string quartet relies as much on what is left out of the music materials to allow the instruments to “sing” together through harmonics, acoustics and the performance practice of the musicians. Media fragments fused through mutual affect ‘depend on and refer to each other, both explicitly and implicitly; they interact as elements of particular communicative strategies’ (Bay-Cheng et al 2010:15). 
	To illustrate the potential Dimensionality born through the Gesamtkomposition in A Sentimental Journey I will discuss it from a hypothetical perspective of the Michael Lambourne, the actor playing “Yorick”. He, and the other live musicians, were told that this Digital Opera was composed for human and computer performers. This established a situation of human-computer collaboration, where the Gesamtkunstwerk of the Digital Opera was shared between machine and human. As the music was to be realised through improvisation, each musician had a responsibility to a narrative exposition – however abstract that may have been. They were given the simple instruction to approach the performance embracing any of the definitions for the word play (noun or verb), thus directing them to Sterne's “Philosophy of Pleasure”. This relatively innocent instruction contained a large amount of scope for the individual performer to interpret and freely negotiate the creative open space within the on-going fluidity of media fusion. This allowed Michael to swiftly jump between presenting his character or himself within the flux of modality and meaning from within the abundant realms of space and time, innovation and reference. 
At any given moment, for any given duration, his improvisation could be positioned between literal and abstract associations to the visual and/ or aural stimulus. This response was free to move across this range as the fluidity of thought and channels of memory are free to shift perspective and perception. He identified with individual elements within the collective sound or fragments of visual information; he was proactive or reactive, dependent or independent. He ‘played’ with these materials as a child might play with plasticine: moulding, stretching, mixing or chopping the material into any shape. He used speech, song, chant, Sprechstimme, vocal sounds, emotional utterance or language as sounds with which to interpret the media fragments either in their original syntax and context, or as abstract poetry, graphical score, libretto, material for loop, or as a mixture or combination of these. 
These techniques when applied with the open play approach meant that Michael used his own Dimensionalisation to offer interpretation to the on-going assemblage of media fusions. As such, his performance moved fluidly between realms of-, within-, in-between-, inside-, outside-, metaphysical-, schizophrenic-, and/ or ‘pataphysical- imaginings and corresponding improvisational solutions, meanwhile co-operating within the wholeness of the evolving music.10  It was this sense of play, and an understanding that an individuals Dimensionalisation within the ongoing play, tha was the playground for this music to come alive. In Vear 2014, I discuss this Dimensionality as bringing together ‘several existing theories into a metaphysical playground that (a) the improvising musicians would find familiar, and (b) offered an open-ended platform for creative invention between the human musicians and the autonomous laptop performers.’ (Vear 2014). I also discussed the Human Computer Interface – the laptop based scoring system – as challenging the musician to: 
‘make a solution through their ongoing contribution to the music, and invent a response that acts in the spirit of the piece and is meaningful to them. By that I mean that it could form part of their ongoing interpretation of the narrative, or is interpreted as an opportunity to sever a rhizomic pathway, either abruptly as in a cut edit or cross- dissolve, or to redirect their focus of collaboration onto the aural and ignore the visual materials. […] It is important to note that the visual and aural scores are not tyrannical, they were not presented as musical dogma, insomuch as they must be obeyed, they are merely incitation’s to improvise and make music.’ (Vear 2014)
 	 
4.2 The Dimensionality DNA within Gesamtkomposition programming
A further Dimension operating within the Gesamtkomposition of the Digital Opera is embedded within the compositional programming. The performer-laptops were programmed with software scores created from Max/MSP environments and had a dual function. Firstly, they presented generative scores on screen to each of the improvising musicians. The materials for these score were carefully selected in advance and organised into libraries. This process had, at its core, the notion of the Gesamtkomposition realisation of the performed work. Secondly, they performed as soundscape artists. Both processes involved the software making narrow-band “decisions” designed to embed the aesthetics of the composer within the core of the programming. 
The living nature of the laptops making decisions there-and-then has a presence within the work that is not found in pre-determined composition. This established a sense of ‘other’ that relates to Dimensionality, in that the mind relates a sound to a process that is actually generating – thinking about – a narrative framework in the moment of hearing. As such, I considered these laptops to be collaborating performers and collaborating composers.

Figure 11. Algorithm flow-chart for generative software in A Sentimental Journey

Figure 11 outlines the basic flow of logic within the two parallel processes. Starting at the top and working down in a closed loop until a ‘time out’ is called, each process basically decides on what to do next dependent on some carefully articulated percentage ratios. Individual files were chosen and the processed, and finally presented to the human eye or ear. 
Of interest here is the sophisticated network linking the three machines. This web enabled the three main laptops to share information about its current visual material and request individual machines to join in a share these media fragments with their human collaborators. Laptop_Yorick was the lead computer and depending on which page of Sterne's book or “Maria” songs it had chosen, would send a corresponding number to Laptop_1 and Laptop_2. These computers would then decide whether or not to accept this information and produce that same page on the screen for the musicians (see Figure 12 below). However, a layer of autonomy was included that centred on the zoom logic. This forced each onscreen score to focus on a different part of the same page. The musicians then respond to the on-going visual and /or aural stimulus with the same spirit of play as discussed above.
This highly sophisticated lattice of semi-intelligent decision making processes conducts a realization of the composition that included pre-recorded audio, live music, voice, chorus voice, Twitter feeds and the multiplicity of modalities, exchanges and transformations of senses towards a common goal. It is this Dimension of processes and algorithms that takes the “mind” of the media libraries within the worlds of the book and to its meta-narrative, and establishes a nuclei-Dimension with which the Gesamtkomposition orbits. 

Figure 12. A Sentimental Journey software environment (detail)

5.0 The meaning of Gesamtkomposition as experience: the conductor in the mind
During the post-show discussion, audience responses mentioned mental phenomena such as, “All the riffs and motifs were very captivating - a bit hallucinogenic like when you are a child with a fever - not at all unpleasant, but a bit disturbing and distorted”, “the sound-scapes were mesmerizing - one of us said how it drew out Yorick's loneliness”, “Drawing attention to the form while at the same time presenting us with sociable good humour and warm humanity”, suggesting that the Gesamtkomposition was engendering strong responses in the minds of the audience.12
Damasio (2000) discusses core consciousness in terms of the ‘music of behaviour’. He asks us to consider the individual mind in musical terms and details the ‘orchestral score in the private mind’ in which the ‘concurrent stacking of musical parts correspond to mental streams of images’ (Damasio 2000:88). Damasio discusses the part our ‘sense of self’ plays within the metaphor ‘music of behaviour’. He argues that it is a critical component to any understanding of our conscious engagement with the sensory universe. Damasio invites us to imagine that our ‘sense of self’ is an ‘additional part which informs the mind, nonverbally, of the very existence of the individual organism in which that mind is unfolding’ (Damasio 2000:89). Our ‘sense of self’ targets our core consciousness to specific – meaningful – content within this continuous flow. We can therefore, consider that the Gesamtkunstwerk (total artwork) of Gesamtkomposition is conducted by our ‘sense of self’, where specific sensory trajectories of, say, texture, melodic line, klangfarbenmelodie, and dynamics become the focus of our attention. Moreover, as the mind interacts with passing objects such sound, phenomenal imagery, and memories, it also encounters the ‘exhibition of emotion […] known and not known, simple and not so simple’ (Damasio 2000:93), and the surrounding energy of the performance environment. 
By immersing the wholeness of the human into a polyphony of the senses (Pallasmaa 2005), it draws attention to other systems that inform our consciousness, and therefore our interpretation of the Gesamtkomposition. On one level, we feel and have emotions associated with our on-going encounter with our immersed environment, beyond background emotions of wakefulness. On another level, our understanding of where we are and who we are is enriched through memory and past experience, of vivid imagination and dream, of the past and the future. ‘Perception, memory and imagination are in constant interaction; the domain of presence fuses into images of memory and fantasy’ (Pallasmaa 2005:67). Furthermore, this recalls and ignites emotions and feelings (Damasio 2000). It is within this ‘metropolis of the mind’ that the exchange between the intellect and the intrinsic occur as sensations united with the imagined, and felt emotions coalesce with existential and metaphysical perception. 

6 Conclusion and a [tentative] definition of Gesamtkomposition
Gesamtkomposition can be considered to be the compositional intent to evoke streams of sensation through the careful presentation and organization of media within the performance. As such, fragmented streams of mental imagery - real, imagined, emotion, sense data - evoked by media affection (e.g. mixed- and intermedia) metaphorically correspond to individual instrumental parts which are organised within a polyphonic whole. The “instrumental ensemble” for A Sentimental Journey constituted pre-recorded audio, archive music, live voice, image, text, computer algorithms, live music, Twitter feeds, and site-specific audience participation. It was their effect on the human that were my ‘notes’ and ‘chords’ and their affect on the perception of each other that was my gestural semiotics and the phenomenology of musical existence. As such, Gesamtkomposition notions of harmony and dissonance were not clashes in frequency, timbre, tension-release tonality, or music spectra, but coalescence of phenomenologies of perception as experienced through the mind of each human.
Therefore, it is the intention to compose at the point of “experiential self” by embedding the ‘orchestral score of the private mind’ into all the media elements that is the determining feature of Gesamtkomposition. Moreover, that this is realised through an approach that considers the total awareness of “self” within the embodiment of the Dimensions evoked by the music and the media, the heard and the seen and the felt, and the opera in the mind. 
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